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distributional semantics
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The Distributional Hypothesis: "linguistic items with observably similar 
distributions have similar meanings"

What is a similar distribution?

What is similar meaning?

A few words on "Big Data"

How can we aggregate observations from large amounts of data? 

What are some computational models? What are their differences? 

What are the relations between different traditional and known models 
for computing distributional semantics?

Why are distributional models interesting? What are they good for?

How can distributional models be evaluated?

Laborative empiry, get your hands dirty!

Overview
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infrastructure to facilitate surveillance and censorship. #ind11 
#telecomix
Lynn St. Amour is speaking at #Internet Days in Stockholm this 
morning http://t.co/74AHJMfZ #ind11
Examples of #cyberwar, we love to use the word war when 
there's no war in sight. Bruce Schneier http://xwalck.se/j/pic/
PB219252.JPG #ind11
Bruce Schneider at #ind11, we like to use "war" in peace time, 
like cyber war. We don't use it for actual war. No good def of 
cyber war.
#ind11 (@ Stockholm Waterfront Congress Centre w/ 15 
others) http://t.co/hgG7BEwJ
Not feeling well - so no #ind11 today. Meet @martinaelm 
from @tripbirds at instead. Ping @jonasl @jocke
Internetdagarna. #ind11 (@ Stockholm Waterfront Congress 
Centre w/ 7 others) http://t.co/lf3eLdOT
@RonnieRitter ska på #ind11! Eller menar du den här jädra 
inte-så-gullig-marsplan? :)

new text needs robust 
analysis

omg, YITAS  

Werd  

and my rents caught me  

Gr8 work, rly gr8 work! 

wos the otha place we gt chased out of?hehe!tht wos so funny!  

thank u hehe :)ssssssshhhhhh! ..... i wish i wos a member. fantage_girl08 8 
months ago. we hate each other bcuz ... 

ppl think you need to grow up x 

*grins evil* 
sup 
lol well.....dunno lol 
wat 
i wud tap that 
u lik? 
rly? 
thx stranger

heeh
had a kewl day morph?
 =)
Greeting
i came home 2 am ..and went up at 9
sum bastard woke me up @ 2pm
=P
heh naah.
Irritation i h8 dat guy
lol
phoner on the sms?
:)
whutta dowk
hewwo?

bjr, Adele!! koi29?  
lut, ca va?

the yr 5's enit i wos callin ya but u were 2 busy 
eatin all da cakes lol.  

we r the sissters adn we wil cill u al bcuz u dun 
beliv our story!!!! 

 is bcuz she is dead she tried 2 come bak then and 
soposedly got out ..... of 2 sexy 4 u? and all the 
q's and a's are similar to each other. ... 

http://t.co/74AHJMfZ
http://xwalck.se/j/pic/PB219252.JPG
http://t.co/hgG7BEwJ
http://t.co/lf3eLdOT


the internet is not in 
english any more

4 h of news feed 

  43171 English  
  15135 Chinese  
   9939 German  
   7526 Spanish  
   4899 French  
   3611 Russian  
   3167 Japanese  
   2879 Italian  
   2722 Korean  
   2432 Swedish  
   1904 Dutch  
   1795 Portuguese  
   1752 Turkish  
   1389 Arabic  
   1362 Hungarian  
... 
      5 Kannada  
      4 Galician  
      3 Maltese  

...

!"#"$%&%' (ბერძნ. τήλε — !"#$ და ლათ. video — %&'()%) — 
კავშირგაბლულობის საშუალება, მოძრავი შავ-თეთრი ან ფერადი 
ხმოვანიგამოსახულებების შორ მანძილზე ტრანსლირებისთვის.
სატელევიზიო მაუწყებლობები სათავეს იღებს გვიანი 1920-იანი წლებიდან. 
ტელევიზია გხდა აქტუალური ყველა სფეროში, თუმცა ძირითადად 
სანახაობრივი და საინფორმაციო ფუნქცია მიიღო. ბოლო წლებში ინტერნეტის 
განვითარებასთან აქტუალური გახდა ინტერნეტ ტელევიზია.

GEISAI
・ Kaikai Kiki

・
 

http://ka.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E1%83%91%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%AB%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98_%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90
http://ka.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E1%83%9A%E1%83%90%E1%83%97%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98_%E1%83%94%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90
http://ka.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E1%83%99%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A8%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%91%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90&action=edit&redlink=1
http://ka.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E1%83%AE%E1%83%9B%E1%83%90&action=edit&redlink=1
http://ka.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%AE%E1%83%A3%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90&action=edit&redlink=1
http://ka.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E1%83%A2%E1%83%A0%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A1%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%A0%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90&action=edit&redlink=1
http://ka.wikipedia.org/wiki/1920
http://ka.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%A2%E1%83%98
http://ka.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E1%83%98%E1%83%9C%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9C%E1%83%94%E1%83%A2_%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%98%E1%83%96%E1%83%98%E1%83%90&action=edit&redlink=1
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%8A%B8%E8%A1%93
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%A4%E3%83%99%E3%83%B3%E3%83%88
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/GEISAI
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%97%E3%83%AD%E3%82%B8%E3%82%A7%E3%82%AF%E3%83%88
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%81%E3%82%A7%E3%82%A2%E3%83%9E%E3%83%B3
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%A2%E3%83%BC%E3%83%86%E3%82%A3%E3%82%B9%E3%83%88
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%97%E3%83%AD%E3%83%87%E3%83%A5%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%A2%E3%83%A1%E3%83%AA%E3%82%AB%E5%90%88%E8%A1%86%E5%9B%BD
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%8B%E3%83%A5%E3%83%BC%E3%83%A8%E3%83%BC%E3%82%AF
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%89%88%E6%A8%A9
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%A8%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B8%E3%82%A7%E3%83%B3%E3%83%88
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%AA%E3%83%95%E3%82%A3%E3%82%B9
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%A2%E3%83%8B%E3%83%A1%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B7%E3%83%A7%E3%83%B3
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%9D%E3%83%83%E3%83%97
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%B5%AE%E4%B8%96%E7%B5%B5
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%90%B3%E6%B4%BE
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%81%8A%E3%81%9F%E3%81%8F
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%AD%E3%83%BC%E3%83%AF%E3%83%BC%E3%83%89
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%95%E3%82%A3%E3%82%AE%E3%83%A5%E3%82%A2
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%B5%E3%83%96%E3%82%AB%E3%83%AB%E3%83%81%E3%83%A3%E3%83%BC
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%BE%8E%E5%B0%91%E5%A5%B3
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E4%B8%AD%E5%8E%9F%E6%B5%A9%E5%A4%A7
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%8A%E3%83%87%E3%82%A3%E3%82%A2
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E9%87%91%E7%94%B0%E4%BC%8A%E5%8A%9F
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%B4%B0%E9%87%8E%E4%B8%8D%E4%BA%8C%E5%BD%A6
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%AA%E3%82%BF%E3%82%AF
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%B9%E3%82%BF%E3%82%B8%E3%82%AA%E3%81%AC%E3%81%88
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%A4%A7%E5%A1%9A%E8%8B%B1%E5%BF%97


scale and crowd is essential to meaning



noise is not something you wash off



change is normal



learning, not training



situation awareness, not search



humans excel at handling big data

human information processing handles near 
misses and variation 
humans not work by definitions but by 
analogy to the typical 
humans classify previously unseen items 
after few observations 
human information processing does not rely 
on explicitly stored and recallable 
experience



how often have you learnt a term by its 
definition? 

how often do you need to ask what someone 
means? 

can you tell us about all the times you 
have encountered some certain term in 
use?



a semantic base technology?

is this an example of that? 

are these two the same? 

has this changed? how? 

what is the relation of this and that? 

is this a new way of saying that? 

are these or those more like this?  

is this typical or strange? 

can we trust this? 

does the author believe this to be true? 
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Learning Machines
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a learning machine should be 

robust (similar input ~ same output) 
generalise (similar pattern - same output) 
not based on retaining data but on 
retaining effect of data

principles
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engine

simple? complex?

blank slate or priors?

any good?

task?

not "data" -- features!

target notion? 
target metric?

rules

+    data

knowledge
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the exact choice of method is not critical 
but the the choice of representation is 

with the wrong representation no method will succeed 
with the right representation most methods will 

so who builds the representation?
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Distributional semantics
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a question of representing meaning

computational quantitative semantics



analysis by static resources?

Either (too) general or (too) domain specific  

A priori assumptions and bias 

Cannot handle new words 

Cannot handle variation (e.g. spelling errors)  

Typically monolingual and conform to standard language
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hence move to distributional learning models 
Word Spaces, Semantic Memories, Semantic Vector Spaces, Word Embeddings...  

Unsupervised: "trust the text" (John Sinclair) 

learn the meaning of linguistic items by observing of 
language data  

handle the dynamics and noise by constantly learning 
(and in some cases forgetting) 
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“the distributional hypothesis”:  

items with similar distributional properties have 
similar meanings  
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observe occurrences of lingustic items in contexts of 
interest 

choose which items and which contexts based on 
hypothesis of what aspect of meaning is under 
consideration 

tabulate those occurrences and aggregate them in a 
convenient model 

compute similarities of items with respect to the 
model
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Zellig Harris (1909 – 1992)
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semantic spaces

“Vector similarity is the only information present in Word Space: semantically related words 
are close, unrelated words are distant.” (Schütze, 1992) 
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compare semantic space models to  

a) rule-based models 
b) probabilistic models

side note:

arguably, also distributional
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so let's start collecting data!
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so let's start collecting data!

what do we find in the data?
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the weather is great in barcelona 

the weather is gray in stockholm 

the climate is passable in nice 

the weather is chilly in helsinki 

the weather is nippy in moscow 

the weather is nice in hong kong 

the weather in barcelona is balmy 

... 

the climate is chilly at the office 

...



parameters of variation
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parameters of variation

> linguistic items: words? multi-word-terms? constructions?

> contexts: clauses, dependencies, paragraphs, N neighbouring words, 
documents?

> weighting for each observation: idf? entropy? information 
measures? odds?

> similarity metric: cosine, manhattan, euclid?

> dimension reduction: random projections? principal components? 

keep it simple for now
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document 1 document 2 ... document n

climate 0 1 ... 0

weather 1 0 ... 1

cold 1 1 ... 0

Stockholm 1 1 ... 0

tropical 0 0 ... 1

documents as context
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document 1 document 2 ... document n

climate 0 1 ... 0

weather 1 0 ... 1

cold 1 1 ... 0

Stockholm 1 1 ... 0

tropical 0 0 ... 1

documents as context

context vector  
models combinability 

≈ 
topic or association
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terms as context

... chilly balmy ... pleasant wine

Stockholm ... 5 0 ... 10 1

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Helsinki ... 8 0 ... 10 1

Barcelona ... 0 10 ... 10 10

office ... 1 0 ... 5 0

context vector  
models replaceability 

≈ 
synonymy ++
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different similarity measures!
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different contexts yield 
different similarity measures!

paradigmatic

topicallexical class

associative
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curse of dimensionality

dimension reduction  

to remove noise, redundancy, and correlation 
to obtain more relevant dimensions
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"latent" dimensions
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"latent" dimensions

latent semantic analysis
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"latent" dimensions

latent semantic analysis

latent dirichlet allocation
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c1: Human machine interface for Lab ABC computer applications 

c2: A survey of user opinion of computer system response time 

c3: The EPS user interface management system 

c4: System and human system engineering testing of EPS 

c5: Relation of user-perceived response time to error measurement 

m1: The generation of random, binary, unordered trees 

m2: The intersection graph of paths in trees 

m3: Graph minors IV: Widths of trees and well-quasi-ordering 

m4: Graph minors: A survey

LSA
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LSA  "Indexing by Latent Semantic Analysis" Scott Deerwester, Susan T. Dumais, George W. Furnas, 
Thomas K. Landauer, Richard Harshman (1990)
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39
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latent dimensions in LSA  
are meaningless by design
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latent dimensions in LSA  
are meaningless by design

enter various mixture models
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LDA and related approaches in one slide

observe that the text consists of meaningful linguistic items

assume that the text is a mixture of a number K of meaningful "topics" 
which are hidden and unknown to us

assume that each topic generates linguistic items drawn from the lexicon 
with some rate with some probabilities which are unknown to us

if we set K to something reasonable we can then walk back the 
distribution of words in the topics and then the topics in documents
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Random Indexing

"randomness is the path of least assumption"

on-line learning: no compilation step

bounded dimensionality

patterns of activation the basis for computation
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step 1  

randomly generate index vector rc for each encountered context c:  

• rc = [ i1 , ... , ik ] 

• k≪n; 

• k=o(1000) 

• rc is ternary: rc has ε randomly distributed +1s and −1s 

random indexing
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step 2  

for each observation of item t in a context c:  

• if this is the first observation of t, init a new 
context vector ctxt for t of length k 

• add the index vector of c into the context vector of 
t: ctxt += rc. 

random indexing
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the weather is fine in hong kong  
the weather is nice in hong kong  
the weather is nice in syktyvkar  

fine: [ 0  0  0  0  0]

nice: [ 0  0  0  0  0]
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Big Data?

new applications, based on situation awareness, 
not search for known items
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ickeempatiska 
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... and print media (blue)

folkstorm!  
antal negativa omnämnanden i social medier

nyhetsblitz!  
upprördhet i redaktionella media 

(här börjar myndighetens krishantering)
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Hate speech tracker
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evaluating a marketing campaign
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old school marketing 
campaign

evaluating a marketing campaign
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old school marketing 
campaign

freebie with a 
periodical

evaluating a marketing campaign
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old school marketing 
campaign

freebie with a 
periodical

gift in a goodie 
bag on a cruise

evaluating a marketing campaign
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irritation and negative language in Russian 
News Media visavi neighouring states

bandy tournament

policy related irritation
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Forskningsfrågor  
och 

laborationsuppgifter
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Evaluating Learning Models
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Evaluating Learning Models

evaluate adaptivity?

test process, not outcome.

test robustness in face of variation
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alligator

crocodile

gnucinnamon

materialism

turgid

relative position in semantic space

is there a semantic horizon?



Example contexts, some found in naturally 
occurring human-generated text, some 
generated by term substitution. (Can you 
pick out which are which?) 

1. health benefits of coconut oil include hair care, 
skin care, and proper digestion and metabolism 

2. the coconut tree is a member of the palm family 

3. in the rendang beef stew from sumatra, chunks of 
beef are cooked in coconut milk 

4. along with other spices 

5. thanks to a promotion from the airline you can now 
book a coconut to frankfurt for 100 off 

6. he looks dapper in a coconut as he arrives for the 
emporio armani show during milan fashion week 

7. it’s on the 28th floor of the coconut and it’s got 
all the charms of a corporate headquarters
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measure wobble
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move from lab methodology  

to meterology
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State of the art is converging: 
not that interesting to optimize models further 

New questions on the horizon: 

What is a context, how does compositionality work, and do 
constructions have a rôle?

Distinguish different types of semantic relations

Understand the role of linguistic items 

Evaluation and diagnosis of a representation

focus for the lab tasks
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lab task 1: 

pick some (preferably quite different) 
languages with non-trivial inflectional 
morphology 

take central vocabulary sample (cf task 
2) 

provide distributional statistics for 
morphological variants in the languages 

do this for some settings of 
distributional computation 

report interesting differences and 
similarities
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lab task 2: 

pick some (preferably quite different) 
languages 

take Swadesh list 

provide distributional statistics for 
items in the list 

do this for some settings of 
distributional computation 

improve the Swadesh list 

report interesting differences and 
similarities
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lab task 3: 

pick some (preferably quite different) 
languages 

build coconut test 

test the coconut test for some settings 
of distributional computation 

report interesting differences and 
similarities
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Starting points
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S-Space https://github.com/fozziethebeat/S-Space (Java)  

SemanticVectors http://code.google.com/p/semanticvectors/ (Java)  

GenSim http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/ (Python) 

PyDSM https://github.com/jimmycallin/pydsm/ (Python)  

DISSECT http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/composes/toolkit/ (Python) 

word2vec https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/ (C)  

GloVe http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/ (C)  

Distributional semantics libraries  
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api access

https://developer.gavagai.se/docs 

https://api.gavagai.se/v3  

/keywords --- Extract salient concepts from a collection of texts 
/lexicon ---  Lookup a word in Gavagai living lexicon 

/stories --- convenient short and exact executive summaries 
/tonality --- Positivity, Negativity, Fear, Hate, Love, Skepticism, Violence, and Desire

https://developer.gavagai.se/docs
https://api.gavagai.se/v3



